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Traditional Chinese edition of What is a Child? A picture book that shows what a child is made of. He may have little hands, small feet, but he
also has imagination that is bigger than... bigger than the bus, bigger than the city he lives in, bigger than... the universe! In Chinese.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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After a storm blows some of them away, the letters on the alphabet tree learn from a strange bug to be stronger by forming words, then a
caterpillar comes along and tells them that words are not enough; they must say something important.
Brave bear hunters go through grass, a river, mud, and other obstacles before the inevitable encounter with the bear forces a headlong
retreat.
Encourages the reader to exercise by following the movements of various animals; presented in a question and answer format.
Three owl babies whose mother has gone out in the night try to stay calm while she is gone.
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English and Traditional Chinese bilingual edition of Dork Diaries 5: Tales from a Not-So-Smart Miss Know-It-All. This is the
humorous diary in doodles, drawings and writings of a middle school girl named Nikki Maxwell. Dork Diaries is the #1 New York
Times bestselling series, and book 1 received the 2010 Childrens Choice Book of the Year Award. Paperback edition. In
Chinese/English. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Chinese edition of Eric Carle's " I See a Song."
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